ABT. 79]
REDUCTION OF TWO  FORCES.
355
Ex. 3. In all transformations of two forces P15 P2 into two others in which the points of application remain on the same straight line, the quantities
(1)    P12 + P22 + 2P1P2cos^,
(2)    PjPoDsintf,
(8)   P! (Pa + P2cos 6) a^ + Pg (P: cos 0 + P2) x2,
are invariable, where xly x2 are the distances of the points of application Mlt Mz from any fixed point on the central line, D is the distance M-^M.2 and 0 is the angle made by the forces with each other.
Ex. 4. A system consists of two forces P1? P2 acting at Mlt Jf2 and the inclination of the forces to each other is 0. Show that (1) the central point 0 is the centre of gravity of weights proportional to Pj (Pa + P2 cos 0) and P2 (P1 cos 0 + P2) placed at MH M$. (2) The central ellipsoid at 0 is two parallel planes perpendicular to Jkytf2. (3) The principal axes at 0 are M^M^ and any two perpendicular straight lines.
79. To determine the conditions that the forces of an astatic system reduce to a single force.
Let the single force be Plt let it act at the point (x^ yl3 ^), and let its components be Xl} Yl9 Z^ Comparing the elements at any base we have
Xx = X^l}       Z?/ = Ar17/1,       XZ = X&, &c. Hence we see that the constituents in any column of any( of the four determinants   of   Art.   73  bear to  each  other the  ratios (Xl} Yl3 Zi) of the components of the single force and that these ratios must be the same for every column.
We also notice that the constituents in any row of any of the four determinants bear to each other the ratios (xlt ylt z^) or (1> 2A i #1) &c- of the coordinates of the point of application.
We have twelve elementary equations and six arbitrary quantities (Xl} Ylt Z^), (xlf yl} ^) leaving six conditions to be satisfied by the elements of the system.
Since JST0 = X1} &c., it is clear that the single equivalent force is equal and parallel to the principal force, Art. 11. Also, since the coordinates of the central point depend on the twelve elements, it is evident that the central points of the two equivalent systems coincide, Art. 28. Thus it follows that the point of application of the equivalent single force is the central point of the system.
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